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Introduction 
 

In the winter of 2012/2013 a group of Wageningen university students and alumni shared their 

dream to bring farmers and University closer and create an innovative learning processes. The project 

was supported by several partners including the chair groups Farming Systems Ecology and Rural 

Sociology, Stichting Boerengroep, Stichting Otherwise, Ileia, The Bolster and Boerenverstand.  

The spring that followed I first heard about the concept. Now I am not a farmer, and neither do I 

have any intentions of ever becoming one. As a former student of nature conservation my passion is 

in nature. Perhaps through my parents I also have an interest in culture, but definitely not in the rural 

world. Therefore my first reaction was not very enthusiastic. However, as I thought about it longer, 

the idea grew in my head, as if a seed was planted. Although I could not relate to the dream of 

bringing farmers and the university closer, I also sensed an important discrepancy. Notably, between 

me and my food. Although I am not the kid that believes milk is produced in factories, I did not have 

any clue how most of the vegetables eat actually look like in the real world and had little notion of the 

process from the field to my plate. I consider myself a curious person, interested in the world around 

me, and this project filled an important gap in my knowledge. As a result I set aside my rural 

reservations and applied.  

Halfway August the introduction week started. A first short introduction walk through the farm 

instantly revealed my knowledge gap as I had to admit I did not know the difference between all the 

different grains. As the week continued I learned about the principles of permaculture, the CAP 2013, 

and the history of farming in the world. Most importantly though were not terms I learned, but a 

new way of learning. Especially now, a couple of weeks after the course has ended, I realize how 

special the course really was. For three weeks I was totally immersed in the world of organic farming. 

We had breakfast together, prepared lunch together, played games to wake up after these moments 

of sleepiness, and eventually handcrafted a book full of pictures and with shiny colours. Unlike most 

regular courses I experienced while studying, I still remember every single day and regretted it when 

it had ended. Moreover, I became friends with my study mates and organizers. Making a handcrafted 

book and playing games might not seem very academic, but think it adds to the creativity, passion 

and immersion of the topic. As Albert Einstein once said: Logic will get you from A to B, but 

imagination will take you everywhere. I think that the role of creativity in science is heavily 

underestimated and this was the first course that gave room to it, without abandoning the academic 

side (if that is what you like to call it – the lectures, reporting, analysis).  

After the introduction days, on Friday, we were sent to our respective farms. My farm turned out to 

be “Tuinderij de Stroom”, located in Hemmen. In this report I will tell about my findings. First I will 

describe the farm, afterwards I will give my analysis. It is important to bear in mind, that I will miss 

many important things. Four days of introduction could not make me into a farming expert. Instead I 

have chosen to focus on things I do know about, taking myself as a starting point. After all, the main 

reason I participated in this course was to close the gap between me and my food. At the end of this 

report, I will wrap up with my broccoli story. This story I created during the evaluation phase and 

reflects my personal journey in this course. In this part I might stretch the boundaries of science and 

logical thinking, but it is the place where the innovative part of the course kicks in. It might not lead 

to new knowledge, but might bring inspiration for others in their journey towards it.  

 



Description 
 

Biologische Tuinderij de Stroom is located on country estate Heerlijkheid Hemmen, next to the Linge 

river. Here three girls, namely Angelien, Welmoet and Linde, or groentemeiden as they call 

themselves grow vegetables, primarily for vegetable bags. They rent 4 ha of land, 1 ha directly from 

the country estate, the other hectares from farmer André Jurrius from the neighbouring Lingehof. 

The headquarters of the Stroom is also located on the Lingehof property and the two farms 

cooperate on many occasions, including coffee and lunch breaks.  

The parcel of land from the country estate remains the same every same, but the parcels of land 

rented from André changes every year to optimize diversification. Tuinderij de Stroom is part of the 

“Groene Kring”, a collaborative partnership of the biological farms in Hemmen. The Groene Kring 

(translated in green cycle) also organises several projects to give people the opportunity to enjoy the 

landscape of their own environment.  

A multitude of vegetables is grown on the land, from well-known vegetables like beans and carrots to 

vegetables that are more obscure in the Netherlands like turnip-tops and parsnips. The focus is put 

on vegetables that require a lot of manual labour, whereas the Lingehof focuses on vegetables like 

onions and potatoes that are more easily grown in large quantities with the help of machinery. Every 

week vegetable bags are prepared, filled with different vegetables, and sold through a system in 

which consumers subscribe to the bags for a certain amount of time. Every week a driver takes the 

vegetable bags to a central point in the villages and cities surrounding Hemmen, so that consumers 

can gather them and enjoy fresh, organic food from their own region. Apart from selling vegetable 

bags, vegetables are also sold to the biological shops in the region, and to wholesale business Willem 

& Drees.  

The vegetables are grown biologically in compliance with the Eko quality label. This implies there is 

no use of pesticides and artificial manure. The independent organization Skal regularly checks the 

farm to make sure the Eko rules and regulations are met.  

 

 

  



Analysis 
 

In this chapter I will discuss all the aspects of the SWOT-analysis. Afterwards I will give a conclusion.  

 

SWOT analysis 
 

Strengths: 

The vegetables are sold directly to the consumers: The strengthened link between consumer and 

producer enhances the experience of buying food and makes customers more loyal. All the people 

from the closest villages even know the farmers themselves and visit them in the shop which is 

opened on Fridays.  

The farm does not rely on one market strategy: The farm does not solely rely upon one market 

strategy, but has several. Besides the vegetable bags, the farm also directly sells vegetables on 

Fridays, sells to biological shops, and to wholesale businesses. The newest strategy is through the 

internet as the Stroom has teamed up with Beterbio, an online shop that will deliver the vegetable 

bags at the people’s homes.  

Diversity of vegetables makes the farm more resilient in case a vegetable goes wrong: Biological 

farming has the disadvantage that crop diseases can be more harmful compared to conventional 

farms. The choice of the groentemeiden to grow a wide variety of crops ensures that there will 

always be a vegetable growing well.  

The efficiency in space makes it possible to remain small-scale: I think the groentemeiden have 

become farmers because they like working with their hands. The differences in work compared to 

larger scale farms are huge. The novelty of the vegetable bags, combined with the good deal with the 

Lingehof, ensures that the Stroom can remain small scale.  

The three young girls can divide the work load: Angelien, Welmoet and Linde are three strong girls, 

that are well capable of doing the work by themselves. In a time where most farmers ageing and are 

struggling these three girls have the advantage of youth. This enables them to adapt faster to the 

modern world commodities such as twitter (@groentemeiden), but also the database management 

of the vegetable bags.  

The vegetable bag system is a constant factor: Although consumers might sometimes complain about 

the amount of vegetables and the types, the system is more constant than a shop. The majority of 

the consumers will not change too much and the farm has a stable source of income on which it can 

build.  

Cooperation through the Green Cycle: The manure used at the Stroom comes from dairy farms that 

participate in the green cycle. The organic waste from the Stroom is also used in other farms of the 

green cycle. Through this systems nutrient leaks are diminished and together the farms operate on 

agro-ecological principles, acting as a permaculture.  



Presence of country estate Heerlijkheid Hemmen: The presence of the country estate has a great 

impact on the landscape values of the area. The online site of the country estate highlights the values 

of landscape, cultural history and nature. They state that they try to conserve through development. 

This implicates that projects will be carried out in such a way that the original characteristics are 

retained but can grow according to the modern standards. The country estate made the decision to 

make free space for the Stroom, also forcing André to rent part of his land.  

 

Weaknesses: 

The girls do not own the land: Although the collaboration with the Lingehof works really well and 

also has many benefits, not owning any land could cause problems in the future. Collaboration could 

be harsher, but also the Stroom is dependent on the Lingehof. If the Lingehof faces difficulties this 

will have direct impact on the Stroom.  

The farm is dependent on inputs from other farms: The manure comes from other farmers.  

Scaling up is not possible without destroying the characteristics of the farm: The easy-going vibe, the 

direct contact with customers, and the relaxed attitude that give the Stroom its unique 

characteristics will be very hard to maintain when the farm scales up. As a result, the farm is trapped 

within this paradigm.  

 

Opportunities: 

Biological products are trendy: The Stroom suits perfectly within the biological trends. The enhanced 

attention for the production of food, the desire for more sustainability, the need for more regional 

bonding, the Stroom quite literally sells it in one bag. Moreover, there is more attention to the food 

production process. Small scale farms like the Stroom could jump inside this niche as their way of 

working is more understandable to the regular people and is more able to create enthusiasm than 

large scale farms with a lot of machinery. 

The online world opens the gate to new customers: From October 1st the Stroom will cooperate with 

Biovers. The new online opportunities can be perfect for small-scale niche markets to find customers 

for their specialty products. Also, it is perfect for another market strategy.  

The beautiful landscape can also mean income from other activities such as workshops: The location 

of the Stroom is wonderful. This creates also opportunities for other related activities such as 

workshops.  

Work with cheap labour and volunteers: Every day several volunteers are willing to help the girls in 

their work. People from Hemmen, Zetten and even Wageningen are well interested to help them in 

this good initiative. Also, there is the opportunity to hire cheap season workers in case the Stroom 

scales up.  

 

Threats: 



Bureaucracy: bureaucracy through subsidies and certification schemes can threaten the reputation of 

initiatives like the Stroom.  

Abnormal weather conditions: Vegetable farmers are very dependent on weather conditions. It is 

possible that extremely bad weather will affect the growth of many vegetables. Also, the differences 

in seasonality conditions causes some vegetables to grow much faster or slower than expected. 

However, this threat is covered because the Stroom decides themselves which type of vegetables 

ends up in the bags. So if one vegetable does not grow at all, they can simply choose another one.  

Vulnerability to diseases: As a biological farm the use of pesticides is strictly prohibited. This makes 

that biological farms are more vulnerable to diseases than conventional farms. Also in this case, the 

diversification in vegetables and the lack of a strict schedule, makes them more resilient to such 

threats. 

 

Conclusion: 

 

The strengths of the Stroom are plentiful, and make them more resilient to the mentioned 

weaknesses and threats. There are opportunities for growth. Especially the collaboration with 

Biovers could provide connections with new consumers that are not willing to collect the bags every 

week, but are happy to buy them when somebody brings them to their home. Also a closer 

cooperation with the Lingehof provides ample opportunities for growth. This could eventually lead to 

an increased demand so that as a result it might be necessary to scale up and grow more vegetables 

on more land.  The biggest challenge of the Stroom will be to scale up while maintaining the small 

scale characteristics of the farm. The passion of the girls is their biggest strength because it defines 

the characteristics of the farm. In the future it will be crucial to keep that passion alive. I believe this 

should be well possible. Secretly the process of scaling up has already started with the buying of 

more machines for sowing, planting and weeding. Linde said that in biological farming there is more 

machinery than in conventional farming, because in conventional farming pesticides make most 

machinery unnecessary. Indeed, the machinery of the neighbouring farm the Lingehof, also 

biological, is impressive. From the outside the Lingehof looks more like a conventional farm. It seems 

that biological becomes the conventional, and biodynamic farming becomes the new niche trend. 

Although this trend has many good sides, it could also damage the popularity of biological products. 

This could be a problem for small scale farms like the Stroom that rely upon a loyal customers base of 

people that are interested in buying special biological products. The Stroom will have to secure their 

spot in this trend, balancing between the charm of small scale and the profits of large scale.  

Other opportunities lie in the further development of the green cycle initiative. Currently the green 

cycle initiative allow a good start for permaculture principles by limiting nutrient loss. However, by 

working together and sharing techniques, but also contacts, the farms of the green cycle might be 

able to offer more enhanced services to consumers. For instance, by also selling dairy products at the 

shop on Fridays, or even adding dairy products to the vegetable bags concept. How feasible this 

really is, I cannot tell after one week of farming, but the fact that most farms are located very close 

to each other surely enables more opportunities.  



My broccoli story: 
 

Once upon a time in June I heard about a farm experience internship. No way I was doing this!! I was 

a city boy with a nature heart! No rural veins running through my body. But as I kept thinking, a seed 

was planted. Every day I looked on my plate and I realized I had no idea how it got there. It was like 

magic, and I did not want it to be magic but dead normal.  

So there I was on Monday September 12th, sleepy and tired, listening to people talk about 

permaculture, biodynamic – terms I had never heard before. But they talked with great passion and 

enthusiasm. In a very exaggerated way from a nature conservation point of view, farmers were my 

enemies, but these people were different… organic maybe? 

On Friday I was going to my farm the Stroom across the river. Soon I was harvesting thorny zucchinis 

and cucumbers. To my big surprise big orange flowers were coming out of the same stuff I regularly 

find on my plate. Slowly I immersed into the farm life. Harvesting, irrigating, the eternal fight against 

the weeds, the ever changing logistics when a shop called for fresh veggies. I found out these girls 

were managing quite a business here from their massive tractors. Was this a…factory? No, the 

groentemeiden as they call themselves won’t allow. Sharing laughs while sipping cookies at the 

coffee breaks, putting their hands in the soil – it’s the little things that matter to them… and now for 

me as well. The enjoyment of a cold shower after a hard day of work makes one quickly forget about 

the dirt.  

On my last day I was walking through broccoli fields. I saw that one of that stuff I usually put in my 

mouth had flowered. Every little green thingie turned out to be a flower bud and a bright yellow 

flower had appeared from it. I quickly harvested my souvenir. As I was walking through the city 

centre I got jealous looks of girls wishing they had gotten flowers from their boyfriends. Little did 

they know that my bouquet was actually a mistake, an example of food gone wrong, a useless piece 

of junk. I know better now.  

Bowy den Braber 

 


